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Full steam ahead expression meaning

Entry: brilliantSynonyms:capable, capable, professional, better, good, born, expertentry: leadingSynonyms:main, basic, primary, chief, principal, supreme, elementary, predominant, unsurpassed Also found in: Dictionary, Thesaurus, Medical, Financial, Encyclopedia. 1. Adjective move or go with the highest speed, energy or enthusiasm. With all the legal hurdles behind us, it was full steam ahead when we
started building the new resort. It took a while for solar panels to prevail for ordinary consumers, but now it's full steam ahead.2. Adverb As fast and efficient as possible; with all possible energy and determination. We must go full steam ahead if we are to achieve this by the deadline! We are ready to go with full steam as soon as the health inspector logs off. See also: ahead, full, steamFarlex Dictionary of
Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc. reserved all rights. We started to push the project forward with full steam. Full steam ahead! Let's see how fast this will happen! See also: ahead, full, steamMcGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. When you move a project forward with full steam, you start to do it with great energy and determination. Note: The
following expressions refer to the use of steam to power a machine, especially a steam engine. The government was determined to press ahead with its privatisation programme at full steam. The Prime Minister said it was fully underway for a fourth term in government. See also: ahead, full, steamCollins COBUILD Idioms Dictionary, 3rd ed. © HarperCollins Publishers 2012 to indicate that you should go
with as much speed or energy as possible. See also: ahead, full, steamFarlex Partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017 with as much speed or energy as possible: We worked hard to finish the project by the end of April. See also: Ahead, full, speed, steamFarlex Partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017See: Would you like to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend of us, add a link to this page, or visit the
webmaster page for free fun content. Link to this page: &lt;a href= steam+ahead&gt;Full steam ahead&lt;/a&gt; Sometimes we can go ahead with our own plans without asking God in prayer if they are HIS plans. I refer to the article Full Steam Ahead for Trip into the Past (DP, 9 October), in which Peter Elson explains that the York Yuletide Express will show the Daily Post on 14 December the first visit of
the Jubilee-class steam locomotive Leander to Liverpool since its withdrawal in 1964. It is now fully steamy for the start of the in September.'CORK: 5.25 Zylan, 5.55 Full Steam Ahead, 6.25 Little Sweetheart, 6.55 Photo Call, 7.25 Dalkova, 7.55 Tarana, 8.25 Teochrios.TEAM GB's ever-increasing medal count is all well and good, but in far more far more varied news, news, Spice Girls' Olympics graduation
ceremony performance is really in full swing. The train issue continues at full steam, with Transport for London laying off 800 tube workers, only to be replaced by unpaid jobseekers who are - yes, you guessed it, the government's new work programme! Fuente Definicién de full steam ahead del Collins Diccionario inglés Noticias de Collins (Definicién de full steam ahead del Cambridge Advanced Learner's
Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) leading quality drag and drop documents Translate fuente definicién de go full steam ahead of del Collins Diccionario inglés Noticias de Collins (also full speed).See synonyms for full steam aheadWith as much speed or energy as possible. Just turn right and move on with full steam''it's full steaming with the business of the government''You can
see that they feel that this is a much better nomination, that they want to move forward, with full steam ahead.' And just before the election, party politics is moving forward with full steam here in Washington. This summer, permission was finally granted for the brewery to continue, and the glassworker has been taking to the streets since July. Even with the routine I've established and full steam ahead of me,
I'm always rushed and need every minute of my half-hour break to get it all done.' It should not have been withdrawn from the outset, but now we have managed to do so, we are ahead with full steam. It's still full steam ahead and there's no reason why we want to change that. The red cones were thrown aside, traffic signs were uncovered and it was full steam ahead for the new 47.9 million Dollar A650
Relief Road.' A British Waterways spokesman said: It is now in full swing to make the canal navigable for early July. I keep telling myself to throw myself into my life - full steam ahead and all that - but I'm paralyzed and I don't know why. Even though the interviews are in full swing, we don't have that many candidates.
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